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01289382391 O/S POST OFFICE LADYKIRK BERWICK 
UPON TWEED

TD15 1XL 11 08/08/2016 Object This payphone is relatively well used for a small 
village

01289386231 O/S THE CROSS INN PCO PAXTON 
BERWICK UPON TWEED

TD15 1TE 4 08/08/2016 Object Comments from Hutton and Paxton Community 
Council.

Both Hutton and Paxton are:

 Rural locations and as such have poor 
mobile signals making the retention of 
a payphone all the more significant.

 Areas with a population that includes 
many older residents who find the 
knowledge of a local payphone to be 
reassuring and particularly in the 
event of an emergency when their 
own landline might be dysfunctional. 
There should not be the assumption 
that they all have access to a mobile 
phone.

 Subject to icy, snowy and windy 
conditions that could have the 
potential to effect mobile phones 
and/or landline connections.



 On circular cycling and walking routes 
thereby it would be advantageous for 
a payphone to be available to both 
local residents and visitors in the event 
of an emergency. Again there should 
not be the assumption that a mobile 
phone is available or fully functional.

 Both villages will soon have 
defibrillators (Paxton has one already 
in service) and although it is 
appreciated that anyone wishing 
attention from a defibrillator would be 
attended by the Scottish Ambulance 
Service, a payphone would offer 
reassurance to those helping to 
contact a Doctor-in the first instance 
and following that, to contact relatives 
– again should a mobile not be 
available/fully functional.

01289386377 PCO PCO HUTTON BERWICK UPON 
TWEED

TD15 1LK 2 08/08/2016 Object Comments from Hutton and Paxton Community 
Council.

Both Hutton and Paxton are:

 Rural locations and as such have poor 
mobile signals making the retention of 
a payphone all the more significant.

 Areas with a population that includes 
many older residents who find the 
knowledge of a local payphone to be 
reassuring and particularly in the 



event of an emergency when their 
own landline might be dysfunctional. 
There should not be the assumption 
that they all have access to a mobile 
phone.

 Subject to icy, snowy and windy 
conditions that could have the 
potential to effect mobile phones 
and/or landline connections.

 On circular cycling and walking routes 
thereby it would be advantageous for 
a payphone to be available to both 
local residents and visitors in the event 
of an emergency. Again there should 
not be the assumption that a mobile 
phone is available or fully functional.

 Both villages will soon have 
defibrillators (Paxton has one already 
in service) and although it is 
appreciated that anyone wishing 
attention from a defibrillator would be 
attended by the Scottish Ambulance 
Service, a payphone would offer 
reassurance to those helping to 
contact a Doctor-in the first instance 
and following that, to contact relatives 
– again should a mobile not be 
available/fully functional.

01289386392 A6105 FOULDON BERWICK UPON 
TWEED

TD15 1UH 2 08/08/2016 Object Comments from Foulden, Mordington & 
Lamberton Community Council.



 These are ageing communities and 
many do not have mobile phones.

 Foulden in particular has a very poor 
mobile phone reception with some 
companies' signals not reaching the 
parish at all.

  In times of emergency these 
payphones could be crucial.

  The BT landline infrastructure offers 
the best telephone service in an 
emergency.

 The council sees the payphones as 
local assets.

 The traditional red box at Lamberton 
is a landmark. 

  Both our payphone boxes are 
crucially well-placed, noticeable, and 
known in an emergency.

 Both our payphones are at least 
3 miles each from any other.

  The Lamberton box is within 400 
metres from the cliffs (part of the 
coastal walk) on the North Sea.

 The Foulden box is on the edge of the 
A6105, a particularly busy main road 
where accidents have occurred in the 
past within 1 km.

  The Lamberton box sits on the old A1 
and is now a short distance from the 
new A1 bypass.



01361850226 PCO PCO GRANTSHOUSE DUNS TD11 3RW 5 05/08/2016 Object Comments from Grantshouse Community 
Council.

 The phone box is the closet phone box 
within at least 5 miles from any other 
area that has a phone box.

 The community feel that the phone 
box is a necessity as we live in such a 
rural area, albeit right next to the A1 
but that makes it even more crucial 
that the phone box remains.

 In a period of only 3 weeks there were 
2 main vehicle crashes which shut the 
A1 (unfortunately one was a fatality) 
and to anyone stranded who either 
doesn’t have signal on mobiles or their 
mobile is damaged only have the 
option of using the phone box and if 
the phone is removed how can anyone 
be expected to contact the emergency 
services.

 Grantshouse at the moment in its 
entirety for the past few months have 
been experiencing problems with their 
landline in which we are unable to use 
our landline and the mobile reception 
is not the best so it is even more 
important to keep the phone box and 
payphone.

 We live more than 800m from the 
nearest phone box and in the past 12 
months there has been at least one 



suicide in the area (which involved a 
railway bridge and train). There have 
been several road collisions especially 
the 2 I mentioned within 3 weeks of 
which the accidents were only about 
200-250 yards apart.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01361882205 MAIN ST PCO GAVINTON DUNS TD11 3QT 2 08/08/2016 Object This payphone is a village settlement and is 
required for emergencies.

01361882290 PCO WINTERFIELD GARDENS DUNS TD11 3EZ 1 08/08/2016 Object Comments from Duns Community Council.

 Duns do not have complete mobile 
phone coverage.

01361882821 OPPOSITE VILLAGE HALL PCO PRESTON 
DUNS

TD11 3TQ 3 05/08/2016 Object Comments from Abby St Bathans, Bonkyl and 
Preston Community Council

 The payphone is important in an 
emergency ; of bad weather, power 
cuts, the mobile phone mast often 
goes down & doesn’t work at all when 
we get power cuts, which is several 
times a year. 

01361883685 PCO SOUTH STREET DUNS TD11 3AJ 36 08/08/2016 Object Comments from Duns Community Council.

 Duns do not have complete mobile 
phone coverage.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 



in the past year.

01361890220 LONGFORMACUS VILLAGE PCO 
LONGFORMACUS DUNS

TD11 3PE 10 05/08/2016 Object Comments from Lammermuir Community 
Council.

The payphone is in a remote-rural area:   

 Notably far from emergency help even 
when called.

 With negligible mobile coverage, liable 
to severe weather when fixed lines can 
be a robust communications link.

 Is effectively (with our other 
payphone) the emergency line for two 
adjacent village halls, two are on the 
Southern Upland Way and all close to 
significant recreational resources 
where visitors are often caught 
unaware and surprised not to have 
access to mobile and broadband.

 Located close to Defibrillators.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01361890270 ELLEMFORD LONGFORMACUS PCO 
DUNS

TD11 3SG 8 05/08/2016 Object Comments from Lammermuir Community 
Council.

The payphone is in a remote-rural area:   

 Notably far from emergency help even 
when called.

 With negligible mobile coverage, liable 



to severe weather when fixed lines can 
be a robust communications link.

 Is effectively (with our other 
payphone) the emergency line for two 
adjacent village halls, two are on the 
Southern Upland Way and all close to 
significant recreational resources 
where visitors are often caught 
unaware and surprised not to have 
access to mobile and broadband.

 Located close to Defibrillators.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01368830216 PCO PCO COCKBURNSPATH TD13 5YR 39 05/08/2016 Object Comments from Cockburnspath & Cove 
Community Council.

 The Payphone has been used 39 times 
in the last year, which we consider to 
be a higher than expected level and 
therefore this justifies its retention.

 Cockburnspath has poor mobile 
coverage and during adverse weather, 
mobile signals are adversely affected, 
as was the case over the previous 
winter, when those without landlines 
may have to rely on the local phone 
box to report emergencies or issues or 
just to let people know they were ok.

 We are close to the A1 where there 
are accidents and close to the coast 
also.

 We also have walkers completing the 



Southern Upland Way who use the 
phone box to arrange onward travel, 
as their mobile batteries are long since 
dead during the walk.

 If the phone box at Old Cambus is to 
be removed, the local community 
including more outlying areas 
comprises in excess of 500 people.

 We are a Resilient Community and 
wish to retain this vital lifeline for 
people without phones and when 
weather affects the mobile signal, 
which is quite often. 

 We have a lot of high winds 
and mobile masts are affected at least 
once every year plunging us back into 
the dark ages!

 It doesn't seem unreasonable to us to 
retain it given our relative isolation 
and vulnerability in this area.

01573410237 PCO MAIN STREET GORDON TD3 6JN 0 08/08/2016 Object Westruther and Gordon Community Council 
has indicated wish to retain this payphone as it 
is used at least once and month and near to a 
cross roads, which the villagers recognise as an 
accident blackspot.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01573410252 PCO PCO MELLERSTAIN GORDON TD3 6LG 0 08/08/2016 Object This payphone is in a community with limited 
mobile phone coverage and is important for 
use in emergency situations and community 
resilience.

01578740220 PCO TELEPHONE EXCHANGE TD3 6JT 2 08/08/2016 Object This payphone is in a community with limited 



WESTRUTHER GORDON mobile phone coverage and is important for 
use in emergency situations and community 
resilience.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01573410234 PCO FANS FARM EARLSTON TD4 6BD 0 08/08/2016 Object This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01890750262 PCO THE AVENUE BROAD STREET 
EYEMOUTH

TD14 5DT 7 08/08/2016 Object This is a coastal community and the payphone 
is important for use in emergency situations 
and to support community resilience.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01890750782 PCO BENNISON SQUARE EYEMOUTH TD14 5SB 0 08/08/2016 Object This is a coastal community and the payphone 
is important for use in emergency situations 
and to support community resilience.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01890781228 PCO UPPER BURNMOUTH 
BURNMOUTH EYEMOUTH

TD14 5SL 5 05/08/2016 Object Comments from Burnmouth Community 
Council.

 We would like to point out that 
the box is within 400 m of the 
coastline (which was one of BT's 
criteria for retaining phone boxes). 

 It is also situated on the 
Berwickshire coastal path which is a 
popular walking route with hundreds 



of walkers using the path throughout 
the year.

 Burnmouth has a significant number 
of holiday properties, attracting 
tourists throughout the year. It is 
considered that tourists may have a 
greater need for the phone box than 
locals if any problems arise with 
mobile phones and/or power cuts.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01890781390 NEAR AYTON LAMBERTON BERWICK 
UPON TWEED

TD15 1XB 2 08/08/2016 Object Comments from Foulden, Mordington & 
Lamberton Community Council.

 These are ageing communities and 
many do not have mobile phones.

 Foulden in particular has a very poor 
mobile phone reception with some 
companies' signals not reaching the 
parish at all.

  In times of emergency these 
payphones could be crucial.

  The BT landline infrastructure offers 
the best telephone service in an 
emergency.

 The council sees the payphones as 
local assets.

 The traditional red box at Lamberton 
is a landmark. 

  Both our payphone boxes are 



crucially well-placed, noticeable, and 
known in an emergency.

 Both our payphones are at least 
3 miles each from any other.

  The Lamberton box is within 400 
metres from the cliffs (part of the 
coastal walk) on the North Sea.

 The Foulden box is on the edge of the 
A6105, a particularly busy main road 
where accidents have occurred in the 
past within 1 km.

  The Lamberton box sits on the old A1 
and is now a short distance from the 
new A1 bypass.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01890781399 PCO THE CROFTS AYTON EYEMOUTH TD14 5QT 0 08/08/2016 Object Comments from Ayton Community Council.

 It is considered that the (BT) criteria 
fail to take into account the 
demographics of the area in which the 
telephone is located and the potential 
for safety and security needs.

 Ayton is a predominantly economic 
inactive area and as such is likely to be 
an area reliant on landline 
communication rather than mobile 
communication. It is a geographically 
isolated area with a population of 
around 500 persons. In adverse 



weather the landline is often the only 
means of communication with 
localities outside the village.

 Ayton operates a resilient community 
scheme and whilst this means the 
villagers will help each other in an 
emergency, there is a reliance on the 
necessary infrastructure being 
available when necessary. Without 
that infrastructure the resilience 
becomes much less effective. 
Communications is a vital part of the 
resource. A landline available where 
and when needed is essential 
(whether or not it has been used in 
recent times).

 It is considered that the limited cost in 
maintaining the availability of the 
kiosk is far outweighed by the 
potential for maintaining safety and 
security of the lives and property of 
the village.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01890818311 PCO MAIN STREET EAST END 
CHIRNSIDE DUNS

TD11 3XX 4 08/08/2016 Object This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01890818327 PCO LAMMERVIEW CHIRNSIDE DUNS TD11 3UN 0 08/08/2016 Object This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.



01890830616 PCO PCO BIRGHAM COLDSTREAM TD12 4NE 9 08/08/2016 Object Leitholm, Birgham and Eccles Community 
Council has indicated that they wish to retain 
this payphone for emergency calls and local 
use.

For a small village there has been some use 
made of this payphone, and Birgham is on a 
main road

01890840200 PCO MAIN STREET LEITHOLM 
COLDSTREAM

TD12 4JN 3 08/08/2016 Object Leitholm, Birgham and Eccles Community 
Council has indicated that they wish to retain 
this payphone for emergency calls and local 
use.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01890840328 FOGO VILLAGE PCO DUNS TD11 3PP 0 08/08/2016 Object This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01890860240 PCO PCO (SIMPRIM) COLDSTREAM TD12 4HG 0 08/08/2016 Agree There are no objections noted for removal of 
this payphone.

01578722319 LAY-BY O/S NO 6 EDINBURGH ROAD 
LAUDER

TD2 6TW 18 08/08/2016 Object There has been some use made from this 
payphone. This payphone has also been used 
for 101/999 calls in the past year.

01890840232 PCO MAIN STREET ECCLES KELSO TD5 7QP 3 09/08/2016 Object Leitholm, Birgham and Eccles Community 
Council has indicated that they wish to retain 
this payphone for emergency calls and local 
use.



This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01890818263 PCO 1PCO EDROM VILLAGE TANNAGE 
BRAE DUNS

TD11 3EA 0 08/08/2016 Object Comments from Edrom, Allanton & Whitsome 
Community Council

 The payphone is a remote area with 
poor mobile phone and internet 
coverage.  

 The nearest phone is over a kilometre 
away.

01368830264 STEELE RD A.T.E NEWCASTLETON TD9 0SQ 10 09/08/2016 Object Comments from Upper Liddesdale and 
Hermitage Community Council and Steele Road 
area residents.

 This is a vital lifeline, not only for our 
community but also for people passing 
through such as tourists, HGV drivers 
etc. If, for whatever reason the A7 
road between Longtown and 
Langholm is closed the traffic tends to 
be diverted along the B6399 and the 
B6357 making our rural roads busier, 
and when narrow, winding roads such 
as these get busier, accidents do tend 
to happen from time to time and with 
no mobile phone reception a 
telephone kiosk is the vital help that 
people need when stranded. We are at 
least 35 miles away from any such 
help so a telephone kiosk is a vital 
connection where the mobile phone 



reception is non-existent.
 Our area is remote enough with no 

mobile phone reception and if this 
kiosk is to be removed this would 
deprive our community of a vital 
communication lifeline, especially if 
anything where to happen to our own 
telephone landlines.

 The lack of usage should not be reason 
enough for removal. Our community 
feels reassured that, if our home 
landline telephones are not working 
for whatever reason and as we have 
previously stated the mobile phone 
signal is non-existent, these telephone 
kiosk's remain in place so that we are 
not completely cut off from 
communication to the wider area, 
whether it be an emergency or that 
we are snowed in or have simply 
broken down or had an accident.

 This is the only public land line phone 
for miles (nearest others being past 
Larriston on the B6357 and at 
Netheraw on the B6399).

 There is no mobile phone signal in our 
area, and this box has been a lifeline 
for forestry workers, holidaymakers, 
motorists, hillwalkers and cyclists.

 There have been a plethora of 
motorbike accidents on the B6357.



 In the event of any emergency (either 
for the Community’s own need), or for 
use by an attending ambulance or fire 
service, the nearest and most crucial 
back up land line for all of us is the 
Steele Road phone box.

 There are forestry operations at 
present, and will be in the future, 
carried out in this area. The phone box 
is vital should there be an accident or 
breakdown in the forest.  This phone 
box will be known to any forestry 
workers working in the area should 
there be an emergency and no 
phone signal available.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01387376273 ON THE B6357 NR LARRISTON 
NEWCASTLETON

TD9 0SQ 3 09/08/2016 Object Comments from Upper Liddesdale and 
Hermitage Community Council and Steele Road 
area residents.

 This is a vital lifeline, not only for our 
community but also for people passing 
through such as tourists, HGV drivers 
etc. If, for whatever reason the A7 
road between Longtown and 
Langholm is closed the traffic tends to 
be diverted along the B6399 and the 
B6357 making our rural roads busier, 
and when narrow, winding roads such 



as these get busier, accidents do tend 
to happen from time to time and with 
no mobile phone reception a 
telephone kiosk is the vital help that 
people need when stranded. We are at 
least 35 miles away from any such 
help so a telephone kiosk is a vital 
connection where the mobile phone 
reception is non-existent.

 Our area is remote enough with no 
mobile phone reception and if this 
kiosk's where to be removed this 
would deprive our community of a 
vital communication lifeline, especially 
if anything where to happen to our 
own telephone landlines.

 The lack of usage should not be reason 
enough for removal. Our community 
feels reassured that, if our home 
landline telephones are not working 
for whatever reason and as we have 
previously stated the mobile phone 
signal is non-existent, these telephone 
kiosk's remain in place so that we are 
not completely cut off from 
communication to the wider area, 
whether it be an emergency or that 
we are snowed in or have simply 
broken down or had an accident.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 



in the past year.

01450370414 NO.1 SILVERBUTHALL ROAD HAWICK TD9 7BH 7 09/08/2016 Object This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year. 

01450370823 PCO 1PCO ROSEBANK ROAD HAWICK TD9 0DG 31 09/08/2016 Object This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01450370850 NR OLIVER PARK WEENSLAND ROAD 
HAWICK

TD9 9NW 16 09/08/2016 Object This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01450370886 OLIVER PLACE NORTH BRIDGE STREET 
HAWICK

TD9 9BD 129 09/08/2016 Object This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year. This payphone is also on route 
used by many taxis etc.

01450370889 PCO HAWICK TD9 8PW 1 09/08/2016 Object This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

014503710969 PCO 1PCO COGSMILL HAWICK TD9 9SF 0 09/08/2016 Object This payphone is on a road with no mobile 
phone coverage.

01450850209 GRID NT44/4510 CARTERS COTT PCO 
NEWMILL ON TEVIOT HAWICK

TD9 0JU 0 09/08/2016 Object This payphone is next to the A7 road. It has 
been used for 101/999 calls in the past year.

01450850220 PCO TELEPHONE EXCHANGE HAWICK TD9 0LE 0 09/08/2016 Object Local Scottish Borders Councillors have 
indicated that this box should be retained 
because of its importance for emergency 999 
and 101 calls.

01450860379 PCO PCO CHESTERS/SOUTHDEAN 
CHESTERS HAWICK

TD9 8TH 0 09/08/2016 Object There is poor mobile phone coverage in this 
area.

01450860380 NR JCN HAWICK-NEWCASTLETON RD TD9 8JN 1 09/08/2016 Object There is poor mobile phone coverage in this 



PCO BONCHESTER BRIDGE HAWICK area.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01450860381 NEAR CLEUCHHEAD SOUTH THE 
FORKINS HAWICK

TD9 9TE 0 09/08/2016 Object There is poor mobile phone coverage in this 
area.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01450870211 PCO BEDRULE FARM HAWICK TD9 8TE 0 09/08/2016 Object There is poor mobile phone coverage in this 
area.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01450880232 PCO PCO1 CRAIK HAWICK TD9 7PS 0 09/08/2016 Object Upper Teviotdale & Borthwick Water 
Community Council want this payphone to be 
retained as there is virtually zero mobile phone 
coverage by any of the networks. Most of the 
houses close to the payphone have had lorry 
drivers and other travellers calling at their 
doors in emergency situations asking to use the 
phone, not all carry cash or even offer to pay 
for the call.

There is poor mobile phone coverage in this 
area. This payphone has been used for 101/999 
calls in the past year.

01573224194 PCO POYNDER PLACE KELSO TD5 7EH 0 08/08/2016 Object This has been used in the last year for  101/999 
calls



01573224375 PCO PCO1 SPROUSTON KELSO TD5 8HP 0 10/08/2016 Object This is a small settlement with a main road 
route passing through it.

01573224414 PCO THE LINN KELSO TD5 8EX 0 10/08/2016 Object This has been used in the last year for  101/999 
calls

01573224476 O/S THE SMITHY EDNAM KELSO TD5 7QL 0 08/08/2016 Object This is a small settlement with a main road 
route passing through it.

01573430220 PCO PCO LEMPITLAW KELSO TD5 8BN 0 10/08/2016 Object  This has been used in the last year for 101/999 
calls

01573440216 PCO PCO CESSFORD KELSO TD5 8EG 3 09/08/2016 Object Kalewater Community Council has indicated 
unanimous support for retaining this payphone 
due to limited mobile phone coverage and 
because of the need for this payphone to use in 
emergency situations.

01573440221 PCO PCO MOREBATTLE KELSO TD5 8QU 3 10/08/2016 Object Kalewater Community Council has indicated 
unanimous support for retaining this payphone 
due to limited mobile phone coverage and 
because of the need for this payphone to use in 
emergency situations.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01573450236 PCO PCO HEITON KELSO TD5 8LA 0 09/08/2016 Object This payphone is next to a main road through 
the village. 

01573460241 PCO MAKERSTOUN KELSO TD5 7PA 0 08/08/2016 Agree There are no objections noted for removal of 
this payphone.



01896822625 PCO MAIN STREET NEWSTEAD 
MELROSE

TD6 9RR 4 10/08/2016 Object This has been used in the last year for 101/999 
calls.

01896822268 PCO PCO GATTONSIDE MELROSE TD6 9LY 1 10/08/2016 Object This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01896822073 PCO SMITHS ROAD DARNICK MELROSE TD6 9AL 0 10/08/2016 Object This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01835863666 PCO HOWDEN ROAD JEDBURGH TD8 6JR 52 09/08/2016 Object This payphone is well used and there have been 
a number of 101/999 calls from it over the last 
year.

01835863479 PCO 1PCO BONGATE JEDBURGH TD8 6DT 88 09/08/2016 Object This payphone is well used and there have been 
a number of 101/999 calls from it over the last 
year.

01835863360 PCO OXNAM MAINS JEDBURGH TD8 6LZ 2 09/08/2016 Object Comments from Oxnam Community Council.

 Oxnam village has no mobile phone 
reception, as has most of the Oxnam 
Community Council Area. In the event 
of any emergency in Oxnam we would 
be dependent on the BT Payphone to 
call for assistance.

  During the storms of recent years we 
have had trees down and power cuts 
and have been dependent on the BT 
landline service to report such 
incidents.

 In addition we have installed a 
defibrillator, a vital piece of life saving 
equipment in the village, at Oxnam 



Village Hall for the benefit of the 
community due to the distance from 
the nearest ambulance station. This 
was to give our residents the potential 
to administer critical lifesaving 
treatment whilst waiting for the 
ambulance service to arrive. Without 
the BT payphone we would have no 
means of calling for an ambulance, 
without someone driving some 
distance to get a mobile signal, as the 
Village Hall has no phone line.

01835862205 PCO THE BOUNTREES JEDBURGH TD8 6EY 78 09/08/2016 Object This has been used in the last year for 101/999 
calls

01835840242 PCO PCO MOSSBURNFORD JEDBURGH TD8 6QS 2 09/08/2016 Object This payphone is next to the main A68 route 
and with limited mobile coverage.

01835840200 O/S CAMPTOWN EXCHANGE 1PCO 
JEDBURGH

TD8 6PN 0 09/08/2016 Object The payphone is next to the main A68 route 
and with limited mobile coverage.  

01835863369 O/S THE CROFT 1PCO LANTON 
JEDBURGH

TD8 6SX 0 09/08/2016 Agree Comments from Lanton Community Council.

 No objections raised by Community 
Council in connection to this box.

01835830362 PCO ANCRUM JEDBURGH TD8 6UP 0 10/08/2016 Object Comments from Ancrum Community Council.

 Councillors would not like this box to 
be removed as it has been used and its 
situation next to the bus stop is ideal 
for communication for those alighting 



from buses.
 There are also some problems with 

mobile reception in this area.
 This is a rural area with a high elderly 

population and where a telephone box 
is most certainly an asset.

This payphone has been used for 101/999 calls 
in the past year.

01835830220 PCO ANCRUM JEDBURGH TD8 6XH 22 09/08/2016 Object Comments from Ancrum Community Council.

 Councillors would not like this box to 
be removed as it has been used and its 
situation next to the bus stop is ideal 
for communication for those alighting 
from buses.

 There are also some problems with 
mobile reception in this area.

This is a rural area with a high elderly 
population and where a telephone box is most 
certainly an asset.

01835822399 PCO 1PCO NR PO MAXTON MAXTON 
MELROSE

TD6 0RL 0 10/08/2016 Object This payphone is on the main route to Kelso 
and is therefore required for emergency 
purposes as there are no other payphones in 
the vicinity.

01835822390 OUTSIDE POST OFFICE PCO BOWDEN 
MELROSE

TD6 0SS 2 10/08/2016 Object The payphone is next the St Cuthberts’ Way 

This has been used in the last year for 101/999 
calls



01835822299 PCO 1PCO LONGNEWTON VILLAGE 
NEWTOWN ST BOSWELLS MELROSE

TD6 0PL 0 10/08/2016 Agree There are no objections noted for removal of 
this payphone.

01721720302 PCO HORSBURGH FORD PEEBLES EH45 8NE 0 10/08/2016 Object This has been used in the last year for 101/999 
calls

01721730200 PCO PCO EDDLESTON PEEBLES EH45 8QP 6 05/08/2016 Object This has been used in the last year for 101/999 
calls

01721760210 NEAR STOBO SCHOOLHOUSE PCO 
PEEBLES

EH45 8NA 1 10/08/2016 Object Comments from Manor, Lyne and Stobo 
Community Council.

 Mobile coverage in the valley is poor; 
the need for a box for emergencies 
when the electricity is off is seen as 
critically important.

 When the valley is flooded-in the 
electricity can also be down so there is 
no way to access the outside world for 
telecommunication. The telephone 
box is the only reliable source, and 
being close to the exchange is more 
reliable than other land lines, which 
are also frequently down in the Valley 
in times of emergency. 

 In 1994 the electricity was cut off for 
5days.  There have been frequent 
power cuts since then, admittedly for 
not so long duration, but we are in 
unstable electrical environment with 
very frequent small cuts.’



01721740223 PCO POST OFFICE KIRKTON MANOR 
PEEBLES

EH45 9JH 2 05/08/2016 Object Comments from Manor, Lyne and Stobo 
Community Council.

 Mobile coverage in the valley is poor; 
the need for a box for emergencies 
when the electricity is off is seen as 
critically important.

 When the valley is flooded-in the 
electricity can also be down so there is 
no way to access the outside world for 
telecommunication. The telephone 
box is the only reliable source, and 
being close to the exchange is more 
reliable than other land lines, which 
are also frequently down in the Valley 
in times of emergency. 

 In 1994 the electricity was cut off 
for5days.  
There have been frequent power 
cuts since then, admittedly for not so 
long duration, but we are in 
unstable electrical environment with 
very frequent small cuts.

01721752248 PCO BLYTH BRIDGE FARM ROAD BLYTH 
BRIDGE WEST LINTON

EH46 7DG 8 05/08/2016 Object Comments from Lamancha, Newlands and 
Kirkurd Community Council.

 Mobile phone reception in the village 
is at best extremely patchy and we 
have experience of our mobile phones 
being rendered useless when a storm 
damaged the masts. 



 Since the Old Mill Inn closed, there are 
now no public buildings in Blyth Bridge 
where someone could access a phone. 
The nearest is West Linton which is 
almost 6 miles away which isn't really 
feasible in bad weather. The phone 
box could provide a vital link to 
emergency services and I am therefore 
asking for it to remain in the village.

01968660279 PCO BRAESIDE ROMANNO BRIDGE 
WEST LINTON

EH46 7BZ 0 05/08/2016 Object This has been used in the last year for 101/999 
calls

01899860220 PCO SKIRLING BIGGAR ML12 6HD 0 10/08/2016 Object This payphone is in a village settlement and is 
required for emergency calls.

01899830270 BROUGHTON CENTRAL BROUGHTON 
BIGGAR

ML12 6HQ 44 10/08/2016 Object Comments from Upper Tweed Community 
Council. 

 The payphone outside of the School is 
a necessary safety feature both for 
school children (both primary and 
secondary) being dropped off there, 
and for drivers on the A701.

 Mobile phones do not always work in 
our area and high winds can damage 
masts.

01899830257 PCO DREVA RD BROUGHTON BIGGAR ML12 6HG 0 10/08/2016 Object There is limited mobile phone coverage in this 
area.



01899830214 DRUMELZIER SUB POST OFFICE PCO 
BROUGHTON BIGGAR

ML12 6JD 0 10/08/2016 Object Comments from Upper Tweed Community 
Council. 

 The payphone outside of the School is 
a necessary safety feature both for 
school children (both primary and 
secondary) being dropped off there, 
and for drivers on the A701.

 Mobile phones do not always work in 
our area and high winds can damage 
masts.

01896870215 PCO GALASHIELS ROAD WALKERBURN EH43 6AG 39 10/08/2016 Object Comments from Walkerburn & District 
Community Council.

 This payphone is the only one on the 
A72 between Galashiels and Peebles 
that is sited on the roadside.

 Walkerburn is in a blackspot for 
mobile reception.

 In the event of a heavy snowfall or 
storm, our mobile reception is often 
cut off, making it imperative that we 
have the use of a payphone for 
emergencies.  Similarly, the area 
suffers from frequent power cuts, 
which can result in communication 
difficulties. 

 We also have a number of elderly 
residents who rely on this kind of 
communication.



This has been used in the last year for 101/999 
calls

01896830501 PCO HALL STREET INNERLEITHEN EH44 6QT 20 10/08/2016 Object Comments from Innerleithen & District 
Community Council.

 The local community can be at risk of 
being cut off from communication. At 
one point earlier this year Innerleithen 
became an 'island' when all roads in 
and out of Innerleithen were closed 
due to the flooding.

  In the event that mobile phone 
coverage breaks down, the BT 
payphones would be invaluable in 
being able to maintain contact.  

This has been used in the last year for 101/999 
calls

01896830329 PCO BALLANTYNE STREET 
INNERLEITHEN

EH44 6LN 14 10/08/2016 Object Comments from Innerleithen & District 
Community Council.

 The local community can be at risk of 
being cut off from communication. At 
one point earlier this year Innerleithen 
became an 'island' when all roads in 
and out of Innerleithen were closed 
due to the flooding.

 In the event that mobile phone 
coverage breaks down, the BT 
payphones would be invaluable in 



being able to maintain contact.  

This has been used in the last year for 101/999 
calls

0175020771 JCN A7 PCO GALASHIELS TD1 3PB 6 10/08/2016 Object This payphone is next to the main A7 route

0175021260 JNC RAEBURN MEADOW BLEACHFIELD 
ROAD SELKIRK

TD7 4NN 6 09/08/2016 Object This payphone is in built up area and its use is 
important for emergency calls

0175021345 PCO SCOTTS PLACE SELKIRK TD7 4LN 36 09/08/2016 Object This payphone is relatively well used. It has 
been used in the last year for 101/999 calls

01578730657 ADJ TO BUS SHELTER GALASHIELS 
ROAD STOW GALASHIELS

TD1 2RE 20 05/08/2016 Object This payphone is relatively well used. It has 
been used in the last year for 101/999 calls

01578760220 O/S TELEPHONE EXCHANGE PCO 
FOUNTAINHALL GALASHIELS

TD1 2SY 14 05/08/2016 Object This payphone is relatively well used for a small 
village. It has been used in the last year for 
101/999 calls

0175032220 LAY BY ON A7 PCO CRANSFIELD DRIVE 
ASHKIRK SELKIRK

TD7 4NN 6 09/08/2016 Object This payphone is next to the main A7 route 

It has been used in the last year for 101/999 
calls

0175042200 O/S CAFÉ AND BISTRO PCO 42200 
SELKIRK

TD7 5LH 35 10/08/2016 Object Comments from Ettrick and Yarrow Community 
Council

We would particularly emphasise the 
importance of retaining the payphone at the 
Glen Café. Especially at weekend this is a hub 
for road cyclists, mountain bikers, walkers, 
motor bikes and water sports enthusiasts. Its 
value in emergencies has been proved on 



several occasions, and it is a key part of the St 
Mary's Loch Sailing Club's emergency 
procedures. 

0175052200 O/S TELEPHONE EXCHANGE PCO 
ETTRICKBRIDGE SELKIRK

TD7 5JL 80 09/08/2016 Object Comments from Ettrick And Yarrow Community 
Council and residents.

 The reason for advocating retention of 
these payphones is that large swathes 
of both valleys are still without mobile 
telephone coverage and, even where 
there are mobile telephone masts, 
these are so widely spaced that there 
are extensive and unpredictable gaps 
in the coverage. The coverage, where 
it does exist, is also limited to certain 
networks and therefore effectively 
unusable except for calls to the 
emergency services.

 Furthermore, the electricity supply 
network in the valleys is vulnerable to 
extended power cuts. In these 
circumstances, when 
communications are of vital 
importance, the mobile telephone 
service can only remain active for a 
limited length of time before its back-
up batteries are depleted. 

 The Ettrick and Yarrow Valleys are, as 
I'm sure you are well aware, wild and 
remote. This attracts thousands of 
visitors every year, some to simply 



admire the scenery but many to 
experience the challenge of 
adventurous activities - walking, 
mountain biking, water sports, 
paragliding. The narrow valley roads, 
although scenic, can become 
extremely busy with cars, motor bikes, 
road cyclists and horse riders - as well 
as the day to day business and 
agricultural traffic. A lot of 
employment in the valleys comes from 
agriculture - particularly sheep farming 
on remote uplands - and forestry. 
These are all risk factors that make it 
imperative to retain a reliable, resilient 
and comprehensive communication 
network - and the landline network is 
a fundamental and vital component of 
this. 

0175062200 ETTRICK/SELKIRK RD SELKIRK TD7 5HU 437 10/08/2016 Object Comments from Ettrick and Yarrow Community 
Council and residents.

 Mobile phone coverage is very limited.
 If this phone box was removed we it 

could mean businesses and people 
relying on tourism for a living leaving 
the area.

 In this area we suffer from severe 
weather and the resulting regularly 
occurring inconveniences of power 
cuts (hundreds in my short time of 6 



years here) and flooding (dozens of 
very severe situations, resulting in 
roads completely closed, houses cut 
off, etc.) This is mostly a winter 
situation but the last power cut was 
August this year and the last severe 
(road closed) flood was also in August 
this year. With a power cut the land 
line and the internet becomes 
unusable, with a road closed you can't 
go anywhere, so these public phones 
are a lifeline. If you are travelling to / 
from home / work /shopping, etc. and 
need the phone, possibly emergency 
services, then the only possibility 
sometimes is then the Public Box.

0175062235 O/S VILLAGE HALL/ETTRICK PCO 
SELKIRK

TD7 5JA 32 10/08/2016 Object Comments from Ettrick And Yarrow Community 
Council.

 The reason for advocating retention of 
these payphones is that large swathes 
of both valleys are still without mobile 
telephone coverage and, even where 
there are mobile telephone masts, 
these are so widely spaced that there 
are extensive and unpredictable gaps 
in the coverage. The coverage, where 
it does exist, is also limited to certain 
networks and therefore effectively 
unusable except for calls to the 
emergency services.

 Furthermore, the electricity supply 
network in the valleys is vulnerable to 



extended power cuts. In these 
circumstances, when 
communications are of vital 
importance, the mobile telephone 
service can only remain active for a 
limited length of time before its back-
up batteries are depleted. 

 The Ettrick and Yarrow Valleys are, as 
I'm sure you are well aware, wild and 
remote. This attracts thousands of 
visitors every year, some to simply 
admire the scenery but many to 
experience the challenge of 
adventurous activities - walking, 
mountain biking, water sports, 
paragliding. The narrow valley roads, 
although scenic, can become 
extremely busy with cars, motor bikes, 
road cyclists and horse riders - as well 
as the day to day business and 
agricultural traffic. A lot of 
employment in the valleys comes from 
agriculture - particularly sheep farming 
on remote uplands - and forestry. 
These are all risk factors that make it 
imperative to retain a reliable, resilient 
and comprehensive communication 
network - and the landline network is 
a fundamental and vital component of 
this. 

 No mobile signal at the top of Ettrick 
and Tima. And although the phone box 



at Honey Cottage is 6 miles from 
Nether Dalgleish, it is the nearest 
payphone. 

0175076200 PCO YARROWFORD SELKIRK TD7 5NA 8 09/08/2016 Object Comments from Ettrick And Yarrow Community 
Council.

 The reason for advocating retention of 
these payphones is that large swathes 
of both valleys are still without mobile 
telephone coverage and, even where 
there are mobile telephone masts, 
these are so widely spaced that there 
are extensive and unpredictable gaps 
in the coverage. The coverage, where 
it does exist, is also limited to certain 
networks and therefore effectively 
unusable except for calls to the 
emergency services.

 Furthermore, the electricity supply 
network in the valleys is vulnerable to 
extended power cuts. In these 
circumstances, when 
communications are of vital 
importance, the mobile telephone 
service can only remain active for a 
limited length of time before its back-
up batteries are depleted. 

 The Ettrick and Yarrow Valleys are, as 
I'm sure you are well aware, wild and 
remote. This attracts thousands of 
visitors every year, some to simply 



admire the scenery but many to 
experience the challenge of 
adventurous activities - walking, 
mountain biking, water sports, 
paragliding. The narrow valley roads, 
although scenic, can become 
extremely busy with cars, motor bikes, 
road cyclists and horse riders - as well 
as the day to day business and 
agricultural traffic. A lot of 
employment in the valleys comes from 
agriculture - particularly sheep farming 
on remote uplands - and forestry. 
These are all risk factors that make it 
imperative to retain a reliable, resilient 
and comprehensive communication 
network - and the landline network is 
a fundamental and vital component of 
this. 

01896752191 PCO MAGDALA TERRACE GALASHIELS TD1 2HS 25 10/08/2016 Object This payphone is relatively well used. It has 
been used in the last year for 101/999 calls

01896752195 CORNER OF TWEED ROAD 
ABBOTSFORD ROAD GALASHIELS

TD1 3DP 0 10/08/2016 Object The payphone  has been used in the last year 
for 101/999 calls

01896752259 PCO BALMORAL ROAD GALASHIELS TD1 1JL 7 10/08/2016 Object The payphone has been used in the last year 
for 101/999 calls

01896752873 PCO HUDDERSFIELD STREET 
GALASHIELS

TD1 3AU 83 10/08/2016 Object This payphone is well used. It has been used in 
the last year for 101/999 calls



01896752973 PCO LARCHBANK STREET GALASHIELS TD1 3EN 7 10/08/2016 Object This is a town location that has been used for 
making calls and provides a location for 101/99 
calls to be made.

01896850211 PCO GALASHIELS TD1 3PW 0 10/08/2016 Object This payphone is located where there is limited 
mobile phone coverage and is close to a main 
road.

01896850231 BUS LAY-BY JNC A72 MEIGLE ROW 
CLOVENFORDS GALASHIELS

TD1 3LX 0 10/08/2016 Object The payphone has been used in the last year 
for 101/999 calls and is adjacent to a main 
road.


